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Singapore Is Southeast Asia's Only
Presence At Art Basel
As Art Basel begins its 2016 rendition in Basel,
Switzerland from June 16-19, Singapore Tyler
Print Institute (STPI) is historically the only
Southeast Asian gallery to participate, and this
year for the first time ever to present in two
sections – Edition and Unlimited.

Sam Durant, Proposal for a Map of the World, 2015
Etching, screenprint and collage on gampi white and Somerset paper,
114.5 x 142.5 cm Produced at STPI – Creative Workshop & Gallery ©
STPI/Artist

While Art Basel has been around as the
world’s pre-eminent art fair for Modern and
contemporary artworks since 1970, Singapore
Tyler Print Institute has existed since 2002
and first exhibited in Art Basel in 2013. “For
twelve years we had to work very hard to build
up our résumé and to let people know about
what we do,” said Emi Eu, Director of STPI.
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STPI is funded by the government to
host leading international artists for a
residency program. The artists are given on
average 18 months from start to finish to
cultivate new work which is then viewed/sold
on premises at a commercial gallery.

Singapore may not rival the rich history of art
production in cities such as Paris, Florence,
and Beijing, but the former British Colony has
its own unique heritage it now asserts through
Modern art. “The Nameless” film by
Singaporean artist Ho Tzu Nyen, is one of 88
works chosen from more than 200
submissions showcasing in Art Basel’s
Unlimited section. It appears among work by
prolific artists like Ai Wei Wei, Tracey Emin,
and Frank Stella.
‘The Nameless” depicts Southeast Asian
history while reflecting on little-known facts.
The film’s protagonist, Lai Teck (whose real
name we do not know) is a triple-agent with
more than 550 aliases who led the Malayan
Communist Party from 1939 to 1947, which
makes him largely regarded for shaping
Singapore and Malay culture.

Video Still from The Nameless © Ho Tzu Nyen

“For me, the great fascination is always with
this question of identity and fluidity of
identity,” said Artist Ho Tzu Nyen. “In the
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figure of Lai Teck we see this fluidity of
identities in a very extreme state, you know
being a triple agent but at the same time he
was working for the French and the British at
the beginning and then he was working for the
Japanese police, so in the biography of this
nameless man are the histories of Southeast
Asia, the colonial forces, struggles, and
ideologies that are all sort of folded into this
single biography of a man who was not really
there: a person who played such a key role in
the history of Singapore and Malaysia but has
no identity.”
When probed about Singapore’s lack of any
well-documented historic art identity, Emi Eu
reflected “the art scene has improved in
Singapore greatly. I came in 1996 and there
was not very much happening,” she said after
explaining that in 1996 Singapore started the
Renaissance City Plan. “The government had
worked very hard three or four decades
building up the country and believed it was
time to really make the cultural heritage
known to people who have spent so much time
just trying to meet their needs, and that is
when they established the national heritage
board below which they founded three
museums.”
While exposure at Art Basel
should benefit Southeast Asia’s growing art
scene, “The Nameless” forges a unique
medium for modern art to expose itself under
in the future, too. Various images from films
that the famous Hong Kong actor Tony Leung
starred in between 1989 to 2013 are
juxtaposed together without clear context, yet
a story is still clearly expressed.

Video Stills from The Namesless by Ho Tzu Nyen
2 channel synchronized video, loop, color, 8.1 channel sound, 21 min 14
seconds All images courtesy of © Ho Tzu Nyen
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It is a loss that Southeast Asia has not
had greater inclusion with global art events in
the past particularly since according
to research from Ardent Capital, Southeast
Asia makes up more than twice the population
of America and is bigger than the EU.
As exciting as it is for Singapore that STPI
now represents art in two sections of Art Basel,
it is a moment that all of Southeast Asia plays
a part in. “Truly Singapore is a melting pot of
the cultures around it, where East meets
West,” said Emi. “When you look at the
National Gallery of Singapore that opened,
really that national gallery is not just about
Singapore art.”
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